We introduce a system that adds a foveal inset to large-scale projection displays. The effective resolution of the foveal inset projection is higher than the original display resolution, allowing the user to see more details and finer features in large data sets. The foveal inset is generated by projecting a high-resolution image onto a mirror mounted on a pan-tilt unit that is controlled by the user with a laser pointer. Our implementation is based on Chromium and supports many OpenGL applications without modifications. We present experimental results using high-resolution image data from medical imaging and aerial photography.
Introduction
Large display environments have become increasingly important over the past decade and are used frequently for displaying high-resolution data resulting from imaging applications and simulations. The size and complexity of such data sets increases steadily, and the resolution of single-projector displays is no longer sufficient to reveal details without zooming in and, thus, loosing important context information. One possible solution to this problem is the use of tiled displays that use multiple projectors to increase the total resolution of the system. Even though high-quality projectors are now available at reasonable cost, increasing the number of tiles by adding more rows and columns increases the cost of the system a) b) significantly. For example, adding one row and one column to a 4 × 3-tile display increases the number of projectors (and rendering nodes) from 12 to 20.
It can be argued that system resolution should be increased homogeneously across the display area. For example, it is often not necessary to increase the resolution in the periphery of the display by the same amount as in the center of the display. One way of exploiting this is to have a higher-resolution region in the center of the lower-resolution display. However, a fixed-location inset constrains user interaction. The human visual system overcomes the problem of a static foveal region in the retina with saccades, rapid movement of the eye between fixation points.
Display environments where a high-resolution projection is overlaid on a lower resolution display to provide higher detail in a particular area are called foveal displays 3 . The area of higher resolution is the foveal inset. We have developed of a positional foveal inset mechanism for a tiled display. This is a novel method for interacting with large displays. A high-resolution projector and a mirror mounted on a pan-tilt unit (PTU) are used to move the foveal inset on a tiled display. This provides a method for examination of areas of interest in very high detail without the expense of adding more tiles to the display. It also allows the system to keep pace with advancements in projector technology. Instead of upgrading a large number of projectors, only a single foveal inset projector needs to be replaced.
When the foveal inset is projected onto the display screen, it appears skewed due to the oblique projection used to project onto the display plane. For the foveal inset image to appear aligned with the rest of the display, a homography matrix must be computed to map the foveal inset image plane to the display image plane. The foveal inset projection must be pre-warped using the homography matrix. Additionally, the area in the main display where the foveal inset lies must be removed to avoid image blurring caused by the overlapping 
Previous Work
Pixelflex is a reconfigurable tiled display system developed at the University North Carolina, Chapel Hill 7, 24, 18 . This system uses a set of projectors with computer controlled pan, tilt, zoom, and focus settings; and a camera to provide a reconfigurable system that can be set to new configurations in a matter of minutes. The system uses the camera to generate homographies and blending functions to provide a mural display in a variety of configurations. These configurations can be saved and reloaded, but the system does not provide run-time interactive support.
The Escritoire is a multi-projector display presented by Ashdown and Robinson 3 . This system uses two digital projectors and two mirrors to create a virtual desktop environment. One projector covers a large area of the desk, while the other provides a high-resolution area for viewing items in detail. Items can be moved in and out of the high-resolution area using pens held in each hand. While this system is a foveal display, it does not provide run-time reconfiguration of the foveal inset location.
Raskar et al. developed a geometrically aware, self-calibrating projector called an iLamp 19 . These are small portable projectors with a camera, and a network interface. These devices can be used to augment reality, or multiple iLamps can be arranged to create an ad-hoc tiled display. Another portable reconfigurable tiled display system is described by Brown and Seales 4 . This system was intended to be portable and easily reconfigurable for use in multiple locations. The system is transparent to OpenGL applications because it uses the WireGL 9 software layer for distributed rendering.
Pinhanez presents a projection system that uses a pan-tilt mounted mirror to allow a number of different projection surfaces to be used by a user 15, 16 . A fixed number of display surfaces are predetermined and calibrated prior to program execution. These surfaces are used to present desktop like projections and to augment physical objects. Gesture recognition techniques for interacting with these displays were presented by Kjeldsen et al. 8 . Pingali et al. described a system for automatically selecting a display surface based on where the user is located, providing a user following display 14 . Kjeldsen et al. also described a system for dynamic, reconfigurable interfaces that reposition and change interface widgets on the fly 11 . This work was mainly geared toward using different surfaces to display application data and augment physical objects. Our work differs in that we wish to augment and integrate into applications running on tiled displays for higher resolution.
Sanneblad and Holmquist presenter a new type of display interaction called ubiquitous graphics 20 . Their system augments tablet PCs, hand-held devices, and other portable devices capable of high-end graphics with position trackers. The system described supports multiple users using a variety of different display devices. These devices are used as peephole model which allows the user hold them up to the screen and view the corresponding area in more detail.
The use of a pan-tilt unit and high-resolution projector to create a positional foveal inset on a tiled display has been previously investigated 23 . The previous work presents a mathematical model for representing the projection onto a mirror and reflection onto the tiled display. It was demonstrated that this transformation is represented as a 2D homography between the tiled display image plane and the projector image plane. In this implementation it was attempted to calculate homographies on the fly, using the pan and tilt angles as input to forward compute the homography. This has the advantage that the foveal inset can be displayed in any position within the range of the PTU. It does, however, require calculation of the intrinsic projector parameters and precise mounting of the mirror about the center of rotation of the pan and tilt axes. It was found that this method was numerically sensitive to the precision of the intrinsic projector parameters. Part of our work is based on 23 . We attempt to calculate the homographies in advance for a set number of positions, however, rather than forward compute them. This is an expanded and revised description of our previous work in 21,1 .
3. Background
Pinhole camera model
A pinhole camera is a device that allows light through a single point in a plane, in order to produce an image on a parallel viewing plane. The pinhole camera model is a geometric abstraction of this simple device. In its simplest form, the pinhole camera model is based on an ideal perspective projection through a focal point onto the image plane. The focal length, f , is the distance from the focal point to the closest point on the image plane.
Let (x, y, z) represent a point in 3D space and (u, v) represent a point on the image plane. The relation between these points can be described by the homogeneous projection matrix
This simple model can be extended to incorporate pixel skew, a, pixel size, p x × p y , and center of projection, (c x , c y ). Let f x and f y be the ratios f /p x and f /p y and let γ = tan a · f y . The resulting projection matrix is 
This model has the advantage that all transformations between pixel and object coordinates can be calculated using a single matrix multiplication. Additionally, it is a sufficiently accurate model of digital camera devices. It does not, however, take into account camera lens distortion.
Camera lens distortion
The pinhole camera model assumes a linear relationship in the transformation from realworld object coordinates to camera coordinates. This assumptions does not hold for real cameras, which use lenses that introduce non-linear distortion. OpenCV 5 describes a series of equations for modeling lens distortion:
Here (x u , y u ) is the point in the ideal pinhole camera model, and (x d , y d ) is the observed point that exhibits camera lens distortion. This model uses four coefficients to represent lens distortion. Coefficients k 1 and k 2 represent tangential lens distortion, and r 1 and r 2 represent radial distortion. If these coefficients are known, the above equation can be employed to find x u and y u .
Chromium
Chromium is a system for interactively rendering OpenGL graphics applications on clus-ters of workstations 10, 9 . Chromium works by intercepting OpenGL library calls and replacing them with Chromium-implemented library calls. This allows Chromium to distribute OpenGL func-tion calls across clusters, or just to modify the arguments/functionality of a specific OpenGL func-tion. The basic building block of Chromium is a Stream Processing Unit (SPU). An SPU resides on a single cluster node. Chromium creates a rendering pipeline by connecting SPUs either on the same clusters 6 Ahlborn, Kreylos, Shafii, Hamann, and Staadt node or on different cluster nodes. When multiple SPUs reside on the same machine, an SPUs child is the next SPU in the pipeline that resides on that machine. If the next SPU in the pipeline resides on another machine, it is a server of the previous SPU. A single SPU may have several servers. One application of this is rendering on tiled displays. An SPU passes a call along in the pipeline to its child by using a pointer to the child SPUs function dispatch table. An SPU transmits functions to a server by sending packed data over a network connection. Many different SPUs are provided with Chromium, for performing tasks like tiled rendering , motion blur effects, and image warping. SPUs can be combined in a variety of ways over any number of networked computers to perform different tasks.
In addition to using the SPUs that are provided with Chromium, custom SPUs can be developed and used. Chromium contains a mechanism for SPU inheritance, that can be used when creating a custom SPU. An SPU that is inherited from by another SPU is the inheriting SPUs super SPU. This allows the new SPU to only implement part of the OpenGL API, and use the super SPUs implementation for the remainder. The super SPU functions can be called directly using a pointer to the super SPU dispatch table, similar to the way a child SPU is used.
System Configuration

Hardware setup
Our tiled display wall consists of six tiles arranged in a 3 × 2 grid. Each tile is 6 × 4 1 2 for a total size of 18 × 9 . A tile is displayed using two Sanyo PLC-XT16 projectors to support stereographic imaging a . The projectors are run by a cluster of Linux machines with 2 GHz AMD Opteron processors and 1 MB of memory. The head node of the cluster is a Linux machine with dual 2 GHz AMD Opteron processors and 8 GB of memory. We are using Point Grey Flea 17 cameras for calibration and interaction. These cameras are capable of capturing 1024 × 768 pixel color images at 30 fps. We are using a Directed Perception PanTilt Unit 6 PTU-C46 to control the inset position. The PTU has position resolution of 184 arc-seconds. Our unit is configured to move at 1000 positions per second. We have mounted a mirror to the PTU using a gimbal adapter. This setup is shown in Figure 2 . The PTU is connected to the head node in the cluster as illustrated in Figure 3 . The projector used to project the foveal inset is a Mitsubishi XD50U 13 . Information regrading the configuration and specifications of the projectors used in our system are summarized in Table 1 .
Software design
The position of the foveal inset is specified using a hand-held laser pointer. The control of the foveal inset position is implemented to interface with a laser pointer interaction system 2 . The foveal inset controller receives information regarding the laser pointer position from the tracking application via a network socket. The foveal inset is then positioned about this location on the display by adjusting the pan and tilt angles of the PTU. This allows the user to run-time specify the position of the foveal inset on the display, making it possible for areas of interest to be displayed in higher resolution than the rest of the display.
Calibration
Our system performs a coordinate mapping from the foveal inset image plane to the display image plane. Mapping a 2D point in homogeneous coordinates on a plane to another plane can be achieved using a 3 × 3 homogeneous matrix 23 . The mirror which reflects the foveal inset is in a number of different positions as the PTU moves, effectively changing the image plane of the inset. For this reason, a different homography is required for each PTU position. Due to the PTU's high resolution, pre-computing these homographies for each possible pan-tilt angle pair is impractical. Instead, our system calibrates for a configured subset of the possible positions. This allows the range of foveal inset positions to be configured in such a way that all desired areas of the display are covered and minimizes the amount of calibration time and system memory needed to use the system.
The calibration of the foveal inset is based on the method by Sukthankar et al. 22 . They presented a method for calculating 2D homographies using a set of point correspondences in two planes and used this homography to pre-warp a projected image in a presentation environment. They recognized that a point (X,Y ) in one plane is related to a point (x, y) in another plane by the equation
This can also be expressed in matrix form as
Let p = (p 1 · · · p 9 ) T , and P the 3 × 3 homography matrix with the same elements as p. of point correspondences between the display and each camera. Since the lines were displayed one at a time, matching the lines in the display plane and the camera planes is not an issue. This set of point correspondences is used to generate a homography matrix between the display image plane and each camera image plane.
Laser Pointer Detection
The laser dot detection algorithm is based on pixel classification and weighted averages.
The detection cycle begins by grabbing an image from each camera. Each image is searched for a set of pixels that can be classified as the laser dot. A brightness-based weighted average of these pixels is used to determine the center of the dot in the camera image. As described previously, this point is corrected for lens distortion and transformed to the display's image plane. The display image plane position is sent to an interaction client. This simple algorithm has two obstacles to overcome. The first is the method of classifying pixels as part of the laser dot. For reasons described in Section 5.2.1, pixel classification is not as trivial as using a constant brightness threshold. The Sukthankar et al. 22 defined the following 2n × 9 matrix:
It follows from Equation 1 that given n point correspondences, (X i ,Y i ), (x i , y i ), the homography matrix P can be calculated by minimizing the product |Ap|. The optimal p is the eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue of A T A. This vector can easily be found using the singular value decomposition of the matrix A T A.
Our calibration procedure makes use of a set of calibrated cameras. This process determines the lens distortion coefficients generates homographies between the display image plane and the camera image plane. The first step in the calibration is to display a series of lines on the display. For every line, each camera captures images of the display. All images are processed to extract the pixels that compose the line. Distortion from the camera lens will make the line in an image appear curved. If the distortion parameters are known, the pixels can be corrected and the line will appear straight. We use this fact to determine the lens parameters for each camera using a non-linear optimization. The optimization is based on how accurate a linear fit can be applied to a set of lines after being corrected by a set of lens parameters, see Figure 4 .
Once an optimal set of parameters is found the lines are straightened. The intersections of the lines in the display image plane and in each camera image plane are used to generate a set of point correspondences between the display and each camera. This set of point correspondences is used to generate a homography matrix between the display image plane and each camera image plane. The result of this step is a set of cameras facing the display, which are capable of mapping points in their image space to points in the display's image plane.
The foveal inset calibration is implemented in a similar manner. For each pan-tilt position a series of lines are displayed within the inset. Each camera captures images of the inset while a line is being displayed. As in the case for the camera calibration, the lines are detected and corrected. The corrected points are then projected into the display image plane, using the calibrated camera homographies. The lines from all cameras are combined into a single set of lines in the display image plane. The intersection of these lines and the intersection of the lines in the inset image plane form a set of point correspondences between the two planes. This set of point correspondences is used to calculate homographies which map between the inset and the display. This process is done for all desired PTU positions. The generated homographies and their corresponding pan-tilt positions are written to a calibration file, which is loaded during the start-up phase by the foveal inset controller.
Interaction
We use a laser pointer to interact with our system 2 . The center points of each calibrated foveal inset position are used to determine which of the positions is most appropriate for the selected location. When the client is started and has read the calibration data, the center of each foveal inset is projected into the display image plane and inserted into a nearestneighbor search structure When the inset controller needs to position the foveal inset, it uses this search structure to find the closest center point to the laser pointer position. The PTU position is then set to the corresponding pan-tilt angles and the corresponding homography is used to pre-warp the foveal inset image.
The controller receives messages indicating both the laser pointer position and when the laser pointer is no longer visible. When a positional message is received, the coordinates are internally recorded. When the laser pointer is no longer visible, i. e., has been turned off, the client moves the PTU and uses the pre-warp matrix to the vertex coordinates.
Integration
The modification of the OpenGL pipeline needed to render the inset in a rectified manner requires multiplying the projection matrix by the pre-warp homography. This can be seen by examining how the projection matrix alters vertex coordinates that are being passed down the rendering pipeline. If C is the current projection matrix and v is the vertex being rendered (after applying the modelview matrix), the standard OpenGL pipeline would transform this point to v as
We multiply the pre-warp homography, H, to the projection matrix, resulting in
This multiplication has the effect of transforming the vertex coordinates by the pre-warp homography after the vertex has been projected into the image plane. This modification to the OpenGL pipeline is depicted in Figure 5 . Our current implementation only handles OpenGL applications which project orthographically to the
This is because our pre-warp matrix is generated from foveal inset NDC to display NDC. An additional matrix transformation, however, could be inserted between the projection matrix and homography to allow the vertex coordinates to be scaled into the [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] square prior to applying the pre-warp homography.
In addition to handling pre-warped rendering of the foveal inset, our system must also disable rendering of the region that the inset occupies in the tiled display. This is accomplished by rendering a black quadrilateral over the foveal inset region. To determine where the quadrilateral lies, the corners of the foveal inset region are transformed into the display image plane. Since the calibration is done from NDC to NDC, these points are always the corners of the [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] square. Once the quadrilateral coordinates are known, the quadrilateral is rendered over the inset region.
In order to modify the OpenGL pipeline without modifying application code, we have implemented the inset controller as a Chromium SPU 10 . This SPU is a combination of the Chromium RenderSPU and PassthroughSPU. Our SPU inherits from the RenderSPU, and also implements PassthroughSPU functionality. This allows it to render the inset locally and pass rendering information down the pipeline. The SPU is shown in Figure 6 .
Our SPU intercepts all OpenGL commands. Most are passed on to its super SPU and its child SPU without modification. Some are used to perform internal bookkeeping for the inset rendering window/context, i. e., glCreateContext, glXMakeCurrent, etc. In our current implementation, the pre-warp matrix is multiplied onto the OpenGL projection matrix when our SPU intercepts a glBegin call, and removed when it intercepts a glEnd call. This approach ensures that all primitives drawn using vertex primitives are transformed properly, as OpenGL forbids any changes to its matrices inside a glBegin/glEnd pair. This approach was initially chosen due to its simplicity, but it is highly inefficient. Multiplying an arbitrary matrix onto an OpenGL matrix using glMultMatrix is fairly costly, and it is currently done once for each glBegin/glEnd pair. In the near future, we will change our approach to intercepting all OpenGL matrix commands, to insert our prewarp matrix only when an application changes the OpenGL projection matrix. Similarly, in our current implementation the region of the display overlayed by the inset is blanked by rendering a black quadrilateral whenever a glSwapBuffers call is intercepted by our SPU. This is fairly efficient, as the quadrilateral is only rendered once per frame, but can lead to unpredictable error behavior since the OpenGL state machine has to be moved to a well-known state to ensure that the quadrilateral is rendered properly in black. Texture mapping, fog, etc. all have to be disabled. Since it is impossible to anticipate all future state elements that could interfere with quadrilateral rendering, we will soon change our implementation to use a safer means to blank out the inset region, for example using the stencil buffer.
Experimental Results
To evaluate the impact of higher-resolution foveal insets on applications visualizing highresolution data, we used a prototype image viewer application. This application, shown in Figures 7 to 11 , allows a user to interactively pan and zoom very large image files using out-of-core rendering methods. The application uses a quadtree-based multiresolution representation which is created in a pre-processing step, and uses OpenGL to render an image as a set of texture-mapped square tiles at several different levels of resolution. The first example image shown in the figures is a stained slice from a cryosection of a monkey brain. The image has a resolution of 5, 000 × 5, 800 pixels, and the multiresolution representation occupies 113 MB on disk. The second example image is generated from aerial photography, with a resolution of about 22, 000 × 16, 500 pixels and an on-disk size of 1.38 GB. The third example is an image of a metric scale. It has a resolution of 8, 800 × 6, 400 pixels and a file size of 216 MB.
Since the foveal inset provides a locally increased resolution, and the appropriate levelof-detail for image rendering is chosen based on pixel size, the application automatically renders the image at a higher resolution in the area covered by the inset (see Figure 7b) .
The metric-scale image in Figure 8 illustrates how aliasing artifacts of the lower-resolution rear-projected image affect the display. High-resolution tick marks are visible in the foveal inset on the left, but not in the rear projection on the right, see Figure 8b ).
The use of the foveal display is shown in Figure 1b) and Figure 7 . The close-up views clearly show the increased detail in the foveal inset and the accuracy of our system calibration. Figure 9 shows that the front-projected foveal inset image seamlessly matches the rear-projected display image. The projection of the inset is shown in Figure 9a ) and the masked rear-projection in Figure 9b ). Figure 9c ) depicts the final image as a combination of the two. Note that photometric seamlessness could be improved using a method such as presented by Majumder and Stevens 12 .
When the user directs the foveal inset toward the periphery of the display wall, the inset becomes increasingly distorted. The degree of distortion depends on different factors, including projector lens and size of the display wall vs. throw distance of the foveal inset projector. The projector used in our experiments has a relatively short throw distance and must be placed close to the display wall to obtain a small inset (see also Table 1 ). This effect is visible in Figure 10 . However, although the inset is distorted significantly, the close-up view in Figure 10b ) confirms the accuracy of our calibration.
Our systems also supports situations where the inset is only projected partially onto the display screen (see Figure 11 ). In our configuration, the effective resolution of the inset projected onto a corner of the display drops below the natural resolution of the display wall as shown in Figure 11b ). An apparent solution to this problem is to use projector-lens combination with a longer throw distance for the foveal inset (e. g., a Christie LU77 listed in Table 1 ), which would result in a less distorted projection of the inset.
Although we use high-resolution 2D images in our examples, our systems supports OpenGL applications (within the limitations of Chromium). 3D applications that can benefit from the use of a foveal inset include, for example, high-resolution volume visualization and flow visualization, which typically exhibit very fine details.
Discussion
Many important design issues have arisen in the development of this system. These are primarily concerned with equipment selection and placement. The calibration of the system relies on being able to accurately generate homography matrices between pixels in different devices. A variety of issues with the cameras, projectors, and environment can cause variations in the ability to do this.
Camera setup
The camera setup is one major area where small changes can impose drastic differences in calibration accuracy. The ability of the camera to accurately capture the calibration lines on the display is the foundation of the calibration procedure. It is our experience that this is best done by decreasing the gain and increasing the shutter speed as mush as possible. This allows the lines to appear clearly with a minimal amount of noise.
Another important issue when setting up the system is the relationship between the cameras, the tiled display, and the foveal inset. A camera that is placed closer to the display will need a wider field if view (i. e., shorter focal length) to capture the same area as a camera placed further away. The shorter the focal length of the lens, the greater is spherical lens distortion. While our system rectifies the captured frames, less distortion will lead to a more accurate calibration. On the other hand, the camera must be positioned in a way that allows it to clearly see the calibration lines displayed in the foveal inset. If placed too far away, or focusing on too large an area, the images may not be captured in enough detail for an accurate calibration. In an ideal situation, one camera pixel would correspond to one pixel in the inset projector.
Projector setup
The projector-lens combination used for displaying the foveal inset is another important aspect of our design. This choice will directly affect its positioning relative to the screen, and the system range. A projector that has a short throw distance must be placed very close to the screen in order for the inset to remain a reasonable size. The projector we used in our experiments will project an 32in × 24in image at a throw distance of 6 . Placing the projector this close to the screen reduces the range of pan-tilt positions over which the system is effective. As the mirror reflects the foveal inset at larger angles, the throw distance for the projected image increases. The closer the projector is placed to the screen, the more this change in throw distance is magnified. As the throw distance for the projector changes, the further out of focus the projected image will become. At extreme angles, it is often impossible to keep a single image in focus. This is a result of the throw distance changing drastically over the inset image. This decline in image sharpness decreases calibration accuracy.
There is also a problem with the effective resolution of a heavily skewed inset. Insets which are projected at large oblique angles onto the display will appear larger than those projected more directly onto the display. The greater the amount of skew, the more stretched the projected image becomes. This stretching reduces the pixel density on the screen. When an inset is stretched too much, its effective resolution is no longer greater than that of the display wall itself.
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An example of a calibration for a heavily skewed inset position can be seen in Figures 10  and 11 . In Figure 10 , it can be seen that our calibration has produced good results, however, not quite as accurate as with a less skewed tile. This is particularly evident at the left side of the inset, where a small gap of a couple pixels can be see can. This is caused by the focus and intensity variations caused by the oblique projection of the inset. Figure 11 is an inset position in which the entire inset is not on the display wall. This inset exhibits focus and intensity issues worse then those in Figure 10 . The calibration for this inset produces acceptable results, however, the effective resolution of the inset tile has become less than that of the display wall, due to extreme image distortion.
An ideal projector for this system would be one that has a long throw distance, capable of projecting a small image from a large distance. Being able to place the projector further from the screen allows the entire inset to be kept in focus, in a larger range of positions. It also allows for more consistent image intensity for the foveal inset. These changes are in caused by the decreased variance in throw distance is far smaller than when the projector is placed very close to the screen. This type of projector would allow for more accurate calibration over a larger range of pan-tilt positions. The technical specifications for a Christie LU77 projector are provided in Table 1 as an example of a projector that would be well suited for this purpose.
Display screen material
We use a soft screen in our system with a low gain of 1.0. Our calibration procedure assumes that the screen has a perfectly flat surface. However, since the screen is not made from a rigid material, the screen exhibits a minor "sag," which causes areas of the display surface to be non-planar. We have not found this to be an issue with the calibration of our prototype, however, a display which exhibits this effect on a larger scale may have problems with calibration accuracy.
Another critical issue is related to small movement of the screen during calibration caused, for example, by air flow. In our experience, movement of fractions of an inch in either direction can translate to a shift of three to five pixels in the inset. To minimize this effect, we ensure that air condition vents are not directed at the screen and that nobody is in close proximity to the screen during calibration.
Chromium integration
The performance of our current software implementation could further be improved. Instead of intercepting glBegin and glEnd function calls in Chromium to multiply the warp matrix outside of glBegin/glEnd pairs, we could intercept all OpenGL matrix function calls. We could then insert the warp matrix whenever the OpenGL projection matrix changes, which is very rare for most programs. This would reduce significantly the number of glMultMatrix and improve rendering efficiency.
Future Work
We plan to develop an extension of this work which supports stereographic applications to take advantage of the stereo projection capabilities of our tiled display wall. We plan to support stereo calibration and integration into the toolkit which currently provides support for stereographic rendering on the tiled display. In addition to providing stereographic viewing, this will allow one to control the foveal inset using techniques commonly used in virtual reality applications.
Furthermore, we plan to improve further the accuracy the system calibration and the overall performance. Since the PTU supports high-velocity movement, we would like to investigate the possibility of controlling the position of the foveal inset based on the information obtained from a head tracker. 11 . a: The inset is moved to the top-right corner of the display wall and is partially cut off. b: Even though the calibration produces satisfactory results, the close-up view reveals that the effective resolution of the foveal inset projection has dropped below the resolution of the display wall. A projector with longer throw distance can be used to solve this problem.
